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1. - INTRODUCTION

During the period of April 5 to April 10, 1972, Barringer Research Limited carried 

out a geophysical survey on the property in Asquith Township, on behalf of Midvale 

Explorations Limited.

The geophysical work consisted of a gravity and level survey. The claims covered 

by the survey are numbered L323569, L323570, L323571, and L323572.

An EM-16 and magnetometer survey was carried over the area previously and it 

outlined several conductors. The purpose of the gravity meter survey, which 

covered these conductors, was to elucidate the cause of the conductors. The 

survey lines covered are lines 28S to 38S? lines 28S and 38S were covered in 

order to establish the background gravity effect.'

Six survey lines with a combined length of approximately 12,000 feet were 

leveled and a total of 126 independant gravity readings were taken.

The property is located near the south boundary of the settlement of Shiningtree, 

Ontario. Highway No. 560 crosses the northwest corner of the claim block on 

which survey grid is located. A well cut and blazed trail across the picket 

lines leads into the claim block on which lines 28S to 38S are located.

The area covered by the survey has mainly flat topography (swamp) with slight 

hills to the north and south. The field work was completed by P. Beranek, 

geophysicist and S, Seville.

The location of the survey area is indicated on the Locality Plan (Dwg. No. 5-313-1)
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2. SURVEY PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENTATION

The survey was carried out on a grid, which was previously cut and prepared by 

Midvale Explorations Limited. The line spacing is 200 feet, the station interval 

is 100 feet.

The gravity survey was carried out along the lines having the most favourable 

E.M. and magnetic responses.

The instrument used was a Scintrex CG-2 gravity meter with a scale constant 

of 0.09839 scale divisions per milligal.

The gravity data was corrected for instrument drift by referring to a gravity 

meter base station approximately once each hour (max. 80 minutes). Repeated 

readings were taken along the base line. The location of this base station is 

shown on Dwg. No. 5-313-2.

The top of claim post No. 2 of claim L323569 located on the base line about 20 

feet south of line 308 was used as a base for elevation survey. The base for the 

gravity readings was located near the above mentioned claim post. An elevation 

of 500 feet above sea level was assumed at the base of the elevation survey. The 

assumed observed gravity at the gravity meter base station is 50.00 milligals. 

Assuming that the density of the rocks is 2.70 grams/cm^, a Bouguer correction 

factor of 0.05961 milligals per foot of station elevation was used to eliminate 

the effect of variation in elevation of the station and the effect of the material 

between the level of the station and the base level.

The elevation of the gravity meter stations were determined using an automatic 

level instrument. The accuracy of the level survey was -0.5 feet.

The elevations and gravity data are referred to snow level; the depth of snow 

at the gravity meter base station was 25 inches at the time of the survey.
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Terrain and latitude corrections were not made since the topography of the area 

is mainly flat and the latitude corrections are included in the regional gravity 

effect.
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3. PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

The Bouguer gravity and level readings are presented in profile form 

(Dwg. No. 5-373-2) at a horizontal scale of l inch equals 200 feet. The 

vertical scale of the gravity profile is l inch equals l milligal. The elevation 

profiles have a vertical scale of l inch equals 40 feet.

The grid lines represent a Bouguer gravity value of 79.00 milligals; with respect 

to the elevation survey, the grid lines represent an elevation of 500 feet.

The profile presentation also includes the regional gravity profiles.
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4. KNOWN GEOLOGY

The general geology of the Shiningtree area is shown on Ontario Department of 

Mines Map 43C, Makwa-Churchill area, by H.C. Laird, with accompanying description 

in O.D.M. 43rd Annual Report, Part 3, 1934, by H.C. Laird. The rock formations 

are part of the Swayze-Three Duck Lakes - Shiningtree volcanic belt.

The aeromagnetic map is interpreted to show that two diabase dykes trend north- 

northwest across the property.

The property itself is geologically unmapped. An old gold mine shaft is located 

near line 4S about 20 feet south from station 1-fOOE.

A copper showing was noticed on line 38S about 100 feet south of station 5+OOE. 

Several outcropping areas were noticed during the geophysical survey.
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5. INTERPRETATION

The EM-16 survey was carried out for a location of the conductive zones and the 

magnetic survey was completed to differentiate rock types and to determine the 

magnetic characteristics of the conductors.

Based onthe results of these geophysical surveys, six lines were chosen for the 

gravity survey.

Lines 28S and 38S were covered by the gravity survey to obtain the regional gradient 

of gravity values outside the area of E.M. interests.

The regional gravity trend is represented by the regional gravity profiles which 

were produced by drawing smooth curves to the Bouguer gravity profiles. The 

regional gravity appears to increase to the north as well as to the east. The 

residual gravity anomalies are the differences between the Bouguer and regional 

gravity profiles.

The most interesting gravity data are contained on lines 32S, 34S and 368; as it 

was expected lines 28S and 38S contain regional gravity information. Minor 

gravity anomalies occuring on lines 285, SOS and 38S can be attributed to possible 

changes in bedrock topography.

The main feature is the nearly north-south striking gravity anomaly, located 

west of the base line on lines 32s and 34S, extending to line 36S. The centre 

of the gravity anomaly is shifted near to the base line on line 36S. The 

amplitude of the anomaly is 0.7 milligals on the two northerly lines decreasing 

to 0.5 milligals on line 36S.

The gravity anomaly described above can be correlated with geophysical data 

obtained previously.
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A strong magnetic anomaly appears to correlate with the gravity anomaly on line 

32S, but this correlation is not apparent on the other lines. It should, however, 

be noted that the magnetic survey probably is not sufficiently detailed to show 

this correlation on the two other lines, namely 34S and 36S.

The VLF EM-16 survey outlined a conductive zone approximately 200 feet west of 

the base line on line 34S and a weaker conductive zone near the base line on 

line 36S.

In order to determine the probable cause of the gravity anomaly, calculations 

were made to obtain the minimum change in bedrock topography which could produce 

an anomaly of 0.7 milligals (Ref. 2).

Assuming that the density of the rocks to be 2.7 grams/cm and that the density 

of the overburden 1.9 grams/cm , the minimum required change in bedrock elevation 

is calculated to be 65 feet.

On the EM and magnetic map provided by Midvale Explorations Limited, an outcrop 

is indicated near the peak of the gravity anomaly on line 34S. The elevation 

profile of line 32S suggests that the bedrock may rise near the surface at the 

gravity anomaly.

Although a 65 feet bedrock relief may not be likely to occur near the anomaly, it 

is believed that at least in part the gravity anomaly is caused by the bedrock 

rising near to the surface.

The coinciding fairly strong magnetic anomaly (approximately 10,000 gammas total 

amplitude) and E.M. conductor suggest that an iron formation may be the partial 

cause of the anomaly, but massive sulphide mineralization such as pyrrhotite 

cannot be ruled out entirely.
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Further ground geophysical investigations and geological mapping is recommended 

to resolve this ambiguity.

Two other gravity anomalies are noteworthy. One is located at station 6+OOW on 

line 32 S, the other is an anomaly on the east which probably extends across 

three lines.

The first is only a one point anomaly and has no obvious extensions on the 

adjacent lines. Because of the above characteristics, the anomaly is considered 

to be not significant.

The second anomaly occupies the eastern part of the grid, the width varies along 

the lines and on line 32S shows a double peak. The shape and aplitude of these 

anomalies, the elevation profiles i and ground observations indicated on the 

Midvale Explorations map, suggest that these anomalies are caused by variations 

in bedrock topography. A copper showing south of line 38S about 500 feet east 

of the base line may add some significance to the gravity anomalies.
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6. . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The gravity meter survey outlined a residual gravity anomaly on lines 32S, 

34S and 36S. A VLF E.M. anomaly and a magnetic anomaly defined by earlier 

surveys can be correlated with the gravity anomaly. This correlation is only 

partial and further geophysical work may improve the correlation. Interpretation 

of this anomaly suggests that the source of the gravity anomaly is probably partly 

due to changes in the topography of the bedrock and partly due to density 

variations. Massive sulphide mineralization or iron formation may account for 

the density changes, but further geological and geophysical work is necessary to 

finalize the interpretation.

It is believed that the other gravity anomalies occuring are caused by 

variations in bedrock topography.

In order to elucidate the questions raised by the gravity survey, a detailed 

magnetometer survey with 50 feet station interval is recommended over the 

area of the gravity survey. This area should also be surveyed with a horizontal 

loop E.M. system to outline the conductor in detail. The station interval should 

be 100 feet and both 300 feet and 100 feet coil separation should be used.

It is further recommended that the anomalous area should be mapped in detail, 

including the copper showing south of line 38S. If mineralization is found 

during the detailed mapping, trenching may be necessary and the available 

geophysical data should be consulted to determine the location of the trench.

Should the geological and geophysical work produce favourable results, a shallow 

refraction seismic survey can be considered to determine the bedrock topography. 

The gravity data can then be corrected using the additional information.
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Recommendations for diamond drilling are delayed and will depend upon the 

results of the geological and geophysical surveys.

BARRINGER RESEARCH LIMITED

P. Beranek, P. Eng, 

Geophysicist

P. l/. Jagoditff, P. Eng. 

Chief Geophysicist
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Ronka E.M. 16 survey on the property of Mldvale Explorations Ltd, 
in Asquith Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario*

by William Russell Miller

E, M* 16 survey has been completed on the property of 
Mid vale Explorations Limited located in Asquith Township. Ont. 
consisting of JL^LJilaliaa, and numbered L3235&5 to L32357** 
inclusive , on lines 200 feet apart with JLOO foot stations.*

Seven N of "'W and S of E trending, near vertical, conductors 
with their effective centres about 100 ft deep are located on 
the property, four of which are on either N or S side of a 
swampy area, in the centre of the property containing some 
outcrop', reported to have some mineral showing in the area of 
3*00 on L 32 where a magnetometer high reading exists*

Electromagnetic anomalies do not coincide with known showings 
on the property but should be correlated with the magnetometer, 
gravity and elevation survey results along with prospecting 
and/or trenching in summer weather to assess their importance*

The property consists of 10 unpatented
located S-W just outside the town of Shiningtree in

Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario, and numbered 
5 to ^32357^ Inclusive. Timmins is approximately 75 

north and Sudbury approximately 100 miles south.

Access
Highway # 5^0 crosses the north-west part of the claim 

group 'Just west of the town of Shiningtree and 20 miles east 
of the town of Westree on the C.N.R. main line.

Water
"Although water on the property is limited to the swampy and 

creek area in the middle pf the prQpertv^ West Shiningtree Lake 
lies about jj mile north-east of the property.

Electricity
f heTooal power line supply to the town of Shiningtree 

crosses the NW corner of the pr9perty adjacent to the highway, 
and the main V.H.V. is 15 miles east of the property,

"A 1
Themaiabour pools of Timmins, Sudbury, Kirkland Lake 

and Tri-town area are with^a 100 mile radius. Mining supplies 
have the same facilities*

IfV

Lumber
"~ Wood supplies are abundant on the property and two lumber
companies operate within a 50 mile radius.



History

Although the area has been known of since 1880, mainly by 
seekers of railroad location, it Mas not until 1917 when W.H. 
Collins (Geological Survey of Canada Memoir 95 - # 77 
Geological Series) published his "Onaping map areaV that any 
detailed study was accomplished. During the 1930's many 
prospectors combed the area in search for gold and these claims 
show evidence of such work since there is ant old prospect shaft 
20 ft S of 1-4-00 E on lA, a showing at 100 ft. S of 5*00 B on L38 
and a trench 100 ft. S at 8+00 E on L2. It is reported locally 
that on the property Just east of the claim group, #5000.00 
worth of gold was extracted in the 19^0*8.

General,Geology

The general geology of the area is aptly described by B.C. 
Laird in the O.D.M, 43rd Annual Beport, part 3, 193^ by H.C, 
Laird and his accompanying maps ^3C, Makwa-Churchill area. 
The rook formations are part of the long greenstone, belt running 
from Shinlngtree - Three Duck Lake - Swayze areas a distance of 
40 to 50 miles being highly altered in nature, with a variety of 
rock types as well as being out by diabese dykes*

Equipment^ A Technique

Any electromagnetic equipment is based on measuring how much, 
conductors in the ground, effect an electromagnetic signal. 
A transmitter and Receiver are therefore required. The 
penetration, or depth to which conductors can be detected, is a 
function of the distance between the transmitter and receiver,

The Ronka E.M.1& utilizes the U.S. Navy's very low frequency 
(VLF) transmitters. In the present case station NAA. Cutler. 
jaine was used and so does away with the need of a transmitter 
~6n the property. It can also penetrate to a greater depth. 
As can be seen from the map NS survey readily picks up EW 
conductors to 180S Since NAA was the only station on the air 
at the time, NS surveying was all that was available at the 
time of the field work.

The distance between the maximum positive and negative 
readings is about the same as the distance from the ground 
surface to a point somewhat above the centre of the effective,^ 
area of the conductive area. In general, in phase readings arej ,-, 
related to bedrock conductors, in bedrock, whereas from quadra-/- \ 
ture, or out of phase readings, one may interpret some idea of \ 
conductive overburden. "

Survey Results

A characteristic of the Ronka E.M.16 is that it readily detects 
conductors. Identification of these conductors is a prime concern 
of anyone understanding geology. Tha fiftpfra R,M.i6 fi^ryeY fty* this 
roperty is plotted on l sheet, on E. W. lines spaced 200 feet 

on *t fbo root intervals.
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Maine,The baseline runs N.S. Since only l station NAA. Cut reg Mai 
was on the air at the time the survey was conducted inVfieTfl 
6nly N.s. reaainga H6f6 available, however because Known showings 
 on the property have a geheg&l K. W. direction it seemed that N.S. 
readings would be all that was necessary.

A* 4-v^ Tftn,   **-"*flfr corner of the nroneftv tha hvdyft line
t. l* anv Inaffected the unit, but for nniv . .

ail t seven conductors were defined, three of which are minor in
nature, ana four or which are located on the north and south
sides of a swampy area in the middle of the property.

The four anomalies may oe arre o ted slightly oy conductive 
overburden in the swamps, but it appears that bedrock is not far 
down from surface, and since it is reported that a mineral 
showing is present at approximately 3+00 w on L 32 where' a 
magnetometer high exists it would be prudent to examine the areas 
of the four anomalies more closely in summer weather. All E. M. 
anomalies do not relate to known mineral showings or an old 
prospect shaft on the property*

It would appear that the Ronka E, M. 16 survey should be 
completely correlated to magnetometer, gravity and elevation 
surveys being completed on the property along with prospecting 
and/or trenching in any area where a new showing is found in 
summer weather*

Respectfully submitted.

William Eussell Miller.
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ADDENDUM

Ronka RM16 (with reference particularly to 
-the property of Midvale Explorations Ltd. in 
.Asquith Township,, u .;.

1. Principle of Operation

The VLF-radio stations operating for communications with 
submarines have a vertical antenna. The antenna current 
Is thus vortical,creating a concentric horizontal mag 
netic field around them. When these magnetic fields meet 
conductive bodies in the ground, there will be secondary 
fields radiating from these bodies. This equipment neas- 
ures the vertical components of these secondary fields.

The EM16 le sinp^Ty"^^e*n*Bl[HW:9reoeiveF covering the 
frequency band of the new VW- transmit t Ing stations, with 
means of measuring the vertical field components.

The receiver has two inputs tilth two receiving coils built 
Into the instrument. One coll has normally vertical axis 
and the other is horizontal.

The signal from one of the coils (vertical axis) is first 
minimized by tilting the coil. The tilt-anglo is calibrated 
in percentages. The remaining signal in this coll is finally 
balanced out by a neauured peroentageoof a signal from the 
other coil, after being shifted by 90 . The axis of this 
coil la at right angles to the axis of the first coil. This 
coil is kept normally parallel to the primary field.

Thus* if the secondary signals are small compared to the 
primary horizontal field, .the aeohanioul tilt-angle is an 
accurate measure of the vertical real-component, and the 
compensation 11/2 - signal from the horizontal ooll is a 
measure of the quadrature vertical signal.

2* The selection of a transmitting station is done by a plug
in unit inside the receiver. The equipment takes two units 
simultaneously. A onitch le provided for quick station- 
changing.

The nagnetio field lines are always at right angles to the 
direction of the transmitting station. Thus where a station 
is to tho east of the survey area, its N-S field will make 
the best intersection with K-W conductors.

In practice, in Northern Ontario reading on the following 
two stations cover both E-W and N-S quadrants of the compasss 
Station NAA, Cutler, Maine, Frequency 17.80K is to the east 
and Station NBA, Balboa, Canal Zone, Panama. Frequency 24.00K 
is to the south.
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When the oovor on top of tho instrument lo removed* the 
appropriate plugs can be inserted.

Survey lines should be made approximately along linea at 
right angles to the direction of tho station being used* 
i.e. run the survey north or south tthen using KA A, and east 
or nest when using NBA. On the Gogaaa property four readings 
Mere taken at all stations in phase and quadrature faoing 
south on NAA, west on HBA*.

3* Taking a reading*

To take a reading, First orient the referenoe ooil on the 
louer end of the handle along the ttagnetio lines* Rook the 
instrument back and forth for alnlum sound intensity in the 
headphone. Uoe tho volutae control to set the sound level for 
comfortable listening. Then use your loft hand to adjust the 
quadrature component dial on the front left corner of the 
instrument to further ninlriize the sound. After finding the 
minumum signal strength on both adjustments, read the inolin- 
omater by looking into the small lens. Also mark down the 
quadrature reading on the front edge of tho instrument.

While travelling to the next location you oanf if you wish* 
keep the instrument in operating position. If abrupt changes 
in the position occur while travelling, you might take extra 
stations to accurately pinpoint the details of the anomaly*

The dials inside the inclinometer are calibrated plus and 
minus percentages, and in degrees. Either ones can be used* 
If the inotruciont is facing 180 froia the original direction 
of travel, the polarities of the reading will be reversed* 
When plotting the readings,care should be taken to correct 
the polarities. The important thing Is to knew the actual 
physical tilt-angle of the instrument* The loiter end of the 
handle uill, as a rule, point towards the conductor* The 
instrument is so calibrated that, when approaching the conduct* 
er* the angles arc positive in the in-pnaoo component*

4* Plotting the Resulta

For easy interpretation of the results* it is good practice 
to plot tho actual emrvos on the paper, using suitable scales 
for the percentage readings as well aa horizontal distances 
over the ground.

5* The determination of depth can be done with fair accuracy 
M1th* this instrument by noticing tho horizontal distance 
bottieen the raaxlnuo positive and negative reading* This 
should be tho sane as trie actual depth from the ground surface 
to the center of the effective area of the conductive body* 
This pojnt is not tho eontor of tho actual body, but comewhat 
closer to the upper edge*
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A vortical shoot type of conductor, if it oomoo close to 
the ourfaoo, sivon a sharp oroos-over of large amplitude and 
slow roll-off on both aides*

When look Iris at the plotted curves, one notlooo that tuo 
euljooont conductors nay modify the shape of the uuoualiea 
for etvah one. In oaooo Kike this* one has to look for the 
atoopoot tsi'aclionfca of fcho vortical (plotted) field, rather 
than the actual zoro-orossings.

Sonotimos tho quadraturo*ooiaponent shoiis a reversed polarity 
compared to tho In-phaoo readings. Thlu can be due to the 
conductive ovorburclefi) on top of the area of deeper (batter) 
conductor. ?ho vortical oooondory field penetrating through 
tho overburden has negative quadrature component.
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Magnetometer survey on the property of Midvale Explorations Ltd. 
in Asquith Township, Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario.

by William Russell Miller.

SUMMARY

A magnetometer survey has been completed on the property of 
Midvale Explorations Limited located in Aaquith Township. Ont, 
consisting of ^o claims and numbered L3235&5 to 1^235?^ inclusive, 
on J[,lpeg 200-feet apart on which stations are established at 100 
foot intervals.

" 'I'he magnetometer survey indicates that the property is 
generally and probably divided more or less from the S.E corner 
to the N.W. corner by two rook types, granite on the west and 
volcanics on the east* A long Matachewan diabese dyke appears 
to be present Just east of the baseline from the S to the N 
boundary of the property and also appears to be intersected by 
a dyke (gabbro or lamprophyre) entering the property from the 
east near the 10+00 E mark on L12 and Joining the Matachewan 
diabese dyke in the area of the old gold prospect shaft at 
1*00 E on IA.

Another area of interest is located in the area of the 3-*"00 W 
and 4-K)0 W mark on L32. Both areas should be prospected in 
detail in warm weather.

INTRODUCTION
Property Jc Location
r The"~property consists of 1Q unpatqpted mining claims
located S-W Just outside the town of Shiningtree in
township. Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario, and numberec 
L323565 to L3235?4 inclusive. Timmins is approximately 75 
north and Sudbury approximately 100 miles south.

Access
Highway # 5^0 crosses the north-west part of the claim 

group Just west of the town of Westree andtSO fflilea.east 
of the town of Westree on the C.N.R. main line.

Water
" Although water on the property is limited to the

ies about
area in the middle of the property. West Shiningtree Lake 
bout \ mile north-east or the property.

EleotrJLcltjr
The local jinwrl 1nr supply to the town of Shiningtree 

crosses the NW corner of the property adjacent to the highway, 
and the main V.H,V. is 15 miles east of the property.

the' minlabourpools of Timmins, Sudbury, Kirkland Lake 
and Tri-town area are with a 100 mile radius. Mining supplies 
have the same facilities.

Lumber
' Wood supplies are abundant on the property and two lumber
companies operate within a 50 mile radius.
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History

Although the area has been known of since 1880, mainly by 
seekers of railroad location, it Mas not until 191? when W.H. 
Collins (Geological Survey of Canada Memoir 95 - # 77 
Geological Series) published his "Onaping map area" that any 
detailed study was accomplished. During the lO-^O's many 
prospectors combed the area in search for goia ancl these claims 
show evidence of such work since there is an old prospect shaft 
20 ft S of 14*00 E on lA, a showing at 100 ft. S of 54*00 E on L38 
and a trench 100 ft. S at 8*00 E on 12. It is reported locally 
that on the property Just east of the claim group* &5000.00 
worth of gold was extracted in the

General. Geology
The~general geology of the area is aptly described by H.C. 

Laird in the O.D.M. 43rd Annual BEport, part 3, 193^ by H.C. 
Laird and his accompanying maps ^3C, Makwa-Churohill area. 
The rock formations are part of the long greenstone belt running 
from Shiningtree-Three Duck Lake - Swayze areas a distance of 
40 to 50 miles being highly altered in nature, with a variety of 
rook types as well as being out by diabese dykes.

Equipment A ̂Technique c arv
' TJie"magnetometer'''jjprvev was Jjuas using the MoPhar M 700 
Fluxgate Magnetometer. The instrument measures variations in 
wie vertiiftaiftAftpopent of the earth's magnetic field to an 
accuracy of^^^mm^g^ Corrections for diurnal variation are 

le by tying - in to previously established base stations at

wey? 
oV""1 ?flQ ffc

100 ft., along Ety pjOkef- linea o 
The baseline runs M.S.

Theresults of the magnetometer survey show the property to 
exhibit very moderate magnetic relief with small magnetic highs.

It is assumed that the south and west portion of the property 
may be mostly granitic rooks, whereas the north and east portion 
of the property may be mostly volcanic rook, intruded Just east 
of the baseline, from the south to north boundary by what 
appears to be a long Matachewan diab&se dyke, intersected by 
another (gabbro or lamprophyre) dyke entering the property from 
the east, and running north west at 104-00 E on L12 and Joining 
the Matachewan dyke in the area of the old gold prospect shaft 
at 1-tOO K on I/J-. This dyke may be^an old fauliL, cJU^

Another area of interest is located in the area of 3+00 W 
and 44OO W on L32, where it seems reasonable to assume that 
overburden is not deep or bedrookJ

'
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Conolugions. and Recommendations
It is reasonable to assume that sulphides may exist along

the sides of the lampraphyre dyke running from 10*00 E on L12
to the old gold shaft area at 1+00 E on lA, and it has been
reported that sulphides exist in the area of 3-fOO W and 4+00 W 
on L32 f therefore detailed prospecting and/or trenching be
carried out in these areas in summer weather

Respectfully submitted.

^jL^^^/^L
William Russell Miller.
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CERTIFICATE

I William Russell Miller, in the province of Ontario, 
hereby certify:

1. That I am a prospector with my offioe at 9 Foxoote Ores., 
Etobicoke, Ontario.

2. That I have practiced as a prospector for more than the past 
ten years.

3* That I am a member of the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Ontario, and a member of th"e Toronto Branch of the 
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy,

4-. That I have not, nor do not expect to receive, *any direct 
or indirect interest whatsoever in the mining properties or 
securities of Midvale Explorations Ltd.

5. That this report is based on actual participation in 
conducting the field work for this survey and a wide personal 
knowledge of adjacent properties in the same area.

DATED at Toronto, Ontario, 
March 2? 19?2

William Russell Miller 
Prospector
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